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Broadcast Disks: Data Management for AsymmetricCommunication EnvironmentsSwarup Acharyay Rafael Alonsoz Michael Franklinx Stanley Zdonik{October 1994AbstractThis paper proposes the use of repetitive broadcast as a way of augmenting the memory hierarchy ofclients in an asymmetric communication environment. We describe a new technique called \BroadcastDisks" for structuring the broadcast in a way that provides improved performance for non-uniformlyaccessed data. The Broadcast Disk superimposes multiple disks spinning at dierent speeds on a singlebroadcast channel | in eect creating an arbitrarily ne-grained memory hierarchy. In addition toproposing and dening the mechanism, a main result of this work is that exploiting the potential of thebroadcast structure requires a re-evaluation of basic cache management policies. We examine several\pure" cache management policies and develop and measure implementable approximations to thesepolicies. These results and others are presented in a set of simulation studies that substantiates the basicidea and develops some of the intuitions required to design a particular broadcast program.1 Introduction1.1 Asymmetric Communication EnvironmentsIn many existing and emerging application domains the downstream communication capacity from serversto clients is much greater than the upstream communication capacity from clients back to servers. Forexample, in a wireless mobile network servers may have relatively high bandwidth broadcast capability,while clients cannot transmit or can do so only over a lower bandwidth cellular link. Systems with thesecharacteristics have been proposed for many application domains, including trac information systems,hospital information systems, public safety applications, and wireless classrooms (e.g.,[Katz94, Imie94a]).We refer to such environments as Asymmetric Communications Environments.Communications asymmetry can arise in two ways: the rst is from the bandwidth limitations of thephysical communications medium. An example of physical asymmetry is the wireless environment as de-scribed above; stationary servers have powerful broadcast transmitters while mobile clients have little or notransmission capability. Perhaps less obviously, communications asymmetry can also arise from the patternsof information ow in the application. For example, an information retrieval system in which the number ofAlso available as Brown University, Dept. of Computer Science, Technical Report CS-94-43 and University of Maryland,Department of Computer Science, Technical Report CS-TR-3369yDept. of Computer Science, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912 (sa@cs.brown.edu)zMatsushita Information Technology Labs., Princeton, NJ 08540 (alonso@mitl.research.panasonic.com)xDept. of Computer Science, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, (franklin@cs.umd.edu){Dept. of Computer Science, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912 (sbz@cs.brown.edu)1
clients is far greater than the number of servers is asymmetric because there is insucient capacity (eitherin the network or at the servers) to handle the simultaneous requests generated by the multiple clients.Because asymmetry can arise due to either physical devices or workload characteristics, the class ofasymmetric communications environments spans a wide range of important systems and applications, en-compassing both wired and wireless networks. Examples include: Wireless networks with stationary base stations and mobile clients. Information dispersal systems for volatile, time-sensitive information such as stock prices, weatherinformation, trac updates, factory oor information, etc. Cable television networks with set-top boxes that allow viewers to communicate with the broadcastinghome oce, and video-on-demand servers. Information retrieval systems with large client populations, such as mail-order catalog services, mutualfund information services, software help desks, etc.1.2 Broadcast DisksIn traditional client-server information systems, clients initiate data transfers by sending requests to a server.We refer to such systems as pull-based; the clients \pull" data from the server in order to provide data tolocally running applications. Pull-based systems are a poor match for asymmetric communications environ-ments, as they require substantial upstream communications capabilities. To address this incompatibility,we have proposed a new information system architecture that exploits the relative abundance of downstreamcommunication capacity in asymmetric environments. This new architecture is called Broadcast Disks. Thecentral idea is that the servers exploit their advantage in bandwidth by broadcasting data to multiple clients.We refer to this arrangement as a push-based architecture; data is pushed from the server out to the clients.In this approach, a server continuously and repeatedly broadcasts data to a client community. In eect,the broadcast channel becomes a \disk" from which clients can retrieve data as it goes by. Broadcastingdata has been addressed previously by other researchers [Herm87, Imie94b]. Our technique diers, however,in that we superimpose multiple disks of dierent sizes and speeds on the broadcast medium.The broadcast is created by multiplexing chunks of data from dierent disks on the same broadcastchannel. The chunks of each disk are evenly interspersed with each other. The chunks of the fast disks arerepeated more often than the chunks of the slow disks. The relative speeds of these disks can be adjusted as aparameter to the conguration of the broadcast. This use of the channel eectively puts the fast disks closerto the client while at the same time pushing the slower disks further away. This presents an opportunity tomore closely match the broadcast to the workload at the clients. Assuming that the server has an indicationof the client access patterns (either by watching their previous activity or from a description of intendedfuture use from each client), then hot pages or pages that are more likely to be of interest to a larger partof the client community can should be brought closer while cold pages can be pushed further away. This2
in eect creates an arbitrarily ne-grained memory hierarchy, as the expected delay in obtaining an itemdepends upon how often that item is broadcast.1.3 Scope of the PaperOrganizing data on a multi-disk broadcast medium raises a number of new research problems. On the serverside, the issues involve designing the broadcast program to satisfy a number of conicting criteria. On theclient side, the challenges relate to developing new caching strategies which take into account the serialnature of the broadcast medium. The work described in this paper makes several assumptions that restrictthe scope of the environment in order to make an initial study feasible. These assumptions include: The client population and their access patterns do not change. This implies that the broadcast programcan be determined statically. Data is read-only; there are no updates either by the clients or at the servers. Clients retrieve data items from the broadcast one item at-a-time; there is no prefetching. Clients make no use of their upstream communications capability, i.e., they provide no feedback toservers.Given this environment, there are two main interrelated issues that must be addressed:1. Given a client population and a specication of the access probabilities for data items of each client,how does the server construct a broadcast program to satisfy the needs of the clients?2. Given that the server has chosen a particular broadcast program, how does each client manage its localdata cache to maximize its own performance?In this paper, we describe several important results with regards to these issues, that have been obtainedthrough a simulation-based study of this environment. These results include: Signicant performance benets can be gained by broadcasting some data items more frequently thanothers. Broadcasting also has the advantage of scalability; additional clients can monitor the broadcastwithout impacting the performance of existing clients. The broadcast disk fundamentally changes the nature of cache (memory) management at the clients.Rather than caching the locally \hottest" pages, clients must use their local resources to remove localidiosyncrasies from the access stream they present to the broadcast disk. We have looked at idealized broadcast and caching policies that will serve as upper bounds in ouranalysis. We have also developed several easily implementable cache replacement policies based on theidealized case. 3
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the way in which we structurethe broadcast program and Section 3 shows how the client's cache management policy should be designedto complement this choice. Section 4 describes our simulation model and Section 5 develops the mainexperimental results derived from this model. Section 6 compares our work to previous work on repetitivebroadcast. Section 7 summarizes our results and describes our future work.2 Structuring the Broadcast Disk2.1 Properties of Broadcast ProgramsIn a push-based information system, the server must construct a broadcast \program" to meet the needs ofthe client population. In the simplest scenario, given an indication of the data items that are desired by eachclient listening to the broadcast, the server would simply take the union of the requests and broadcast theresulting set of data items cyclicly. Such a broadcast is depicted in Figure 1. When an application running
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Server Figure 1: A Flat Broadcast Programon a client needs a data item, it rst attempts to retrieve that item from the local memory or disk. If thedesired item is not found, then the client monitors the broadcast and waits for the desired item to arrive.1With the at broadcast, the expected delay required prior to obtaining an item is the same for all itemsbroadcast (namely, half a broadcast period) regardless of their relative importance to the clients. This \at"approach has been adopted in earlier work on broadcast-based database systems such as Datacycle[Bowe92]and [Imie94a].Alternatively, the server can broadcast dierent items with diering frequency: important items can bebroadcast more often than others. Assuming that the server has knowledge of the access probability foreach data item at each client, the server can determine a broadcast program that will emphasize the mostpopular items and de-emphasize the less popular ones.Theoretically, broadcast program generation can be addressed as a bandwidth allocation problem; givenall of the client access probabilities, the server determines the optimal percentage of the broadcast bandwidththat should be allocated to each item. The broadcast program can then be generated randomly accordingto those bandwidth allocations, such that the average inter-arrival time between two instances of the same1This discussion assumes that broadcast items are self-identifying. Another option is to provide an index, as is discussedin [Imie94b]. 4






(c)Figure 2: Three Example Broadcast ProgramsAccess Probability Expected Delay (in broadcast units)A B C Flat (a) Skewed (b) Multi-disk (c)0.333 0.333 0.333 1.50 1.75 1.670.50 0.25 0.25 1.50 1.63 1.500.75 0.125 0.125 1.50 1.44 1.250.90 0.05 0.05 1.50 1.33 1.101.0 0.0 0.0 1.50 1.25 1.00Table 1: Expected Delay Under Various Access ProbabilitiesTable 1 shows the overall expected delay for page accesses for the dierent broadcast programs givenvarying skew in the access probabilities for the three pages. The expected delay is calculated by multiplyingthe probability of access for each page times the expected delay for that page and summing the results.There are three major points that are demonstrated by this table. The rst point is that for uniform pageaccess probabilities (1/3 each), a at disk has the best expected performance. This fact demonstrates afundamental constraint of the Broadcast Disk paradigm, namely, that due to xed bandwidth, increasingthe broadcast rate of one item must necessarily decrease the broadcast rate of one or more other items. Thesecond point, however, is that as the access probabilities become increasingly skewed, the non-at programsperform increasingly better. 5
The third point demonstrated by Table 1 is that the Multi-disk program always performs better than theskewed program. This behavior is the result of the so-called Bus Stop Paradox. If the inter-arrival rate (i.e.,broadcast rate) of a page is xed, then the expected delay for a request arriving at a random time is one-halfof the gap between successive broadcasts of the page. In contrast, if there is variance in the inter-arrivalrate, then the gaps between broadcasts will be of dierent lengths. In this case, the probability of a requestarriving during a large gap is greater than the probability of the request arriving during a short gap. Thusthe expected delay is greater as the variance in inter-arrival rate increases.In addition to performance benets, a Multi-disk broadcast has several other advantages over a random(skewed) broadcast program. First, the randomness in arrivals can reduce the eectiveness of some prefetch-ing techniques that require knowledge of exactly when a particular item will next be broadcast [Zdon94].Second, the randomness of broadcast disallows the use of \sleeping" to reduce power consumption (as in[Imie94b]). Finally, there is no notion of \period" for such a broadcast. Periodicity may be important forproviding correct semantics for updates (e.g., as was done in Datacycle [Herm87, Bowe92]) and for intro-ducing changes to the structure of the broadcast program. For these reasons, we argue that a broadcastprogram should have the following features: The inter-arrival times of subsequent copies of a data item should be xed. There should be a well dened unit of broadcast after which the broadcast repeats (i.e., it should beperiodic). Furthermore, subject to the above two constraints, as much of the available broadcast bandwidthshould be used as possible.2.2 Broadcast Program GenerationIn this section we present a model for describing the structure of broadcast programs and describe analgorithm that generates broadcast programs with the desired features listed in the previous section. Thealgorithm imposes a Multi-disk structure on the broadcast medium in a way that allows substantial exibilityin tting the relative broadcast frequencies of data items to the access probabilities of a client population.The algorithm has the following steps (for simplicity, assume that data items are \pages", that is, theyare of a uniform, xed length):1. Order the pages from hottest (most popular) to coldest.2. Partition the list of pages into multiple ranges of pages, where each range contains pages with similaraccess probabilities. These ranges are referred to as disks.3. Choose the relative frequency of broadcast for each of the disks. The only restriction on the relativefrequencies is that they must be integers. For example given two disks, disk 1 could be broadcast threetimes for every two times that disk 2 is broadcast, thus, rel freq(1) = 3, and rel freq(2) = 2.6
4. Split each disk into a number of smaller units. These units are called chunks (Cij refers to the jthchunk in disk i). First, calculate max chunks as the Least Common Multiple (LCM) of the relativefrequencies. Then, split each disk i into num chunks(i) = max chunks=rel freq(i) chunks. In theprevious example, num chunks(1) would be 2, while num chunks(2) would be 3.5. Create the broadcast program by interleaving the chunks of each disk in the following manner:01 for i := 0 to max chunks   102 for j := 1 to num disks03 Broadcast chunk Cj;(i mod num chunks(j))04 endfor05 endforFigure 3 shows an example of broadcast program generation. Assume a list of pages that has beenpartitioned into three disks, in which pages in disk 1 are to be broadcast twice as frequently as pages indisk 2, and four times as frequently as pages in disk 3. Therefore, rel freq(1) = 4, rel freq(2) = 2, andrel freq(3) = 1. These disks are split into chunks according to step 4 of the algorithm. That is max chunksis 4, so num chunks(1) = 1, num chunks(2) = 2, and num chunks(3) = 4. Note that the chunks of dierentdisks can be of diering sizes. The resulting broadcast consists of 4 minor cycles (containing one chunk ofeach disk) which is the LCM of the relative frequencies. The resulting broadcast has a period of 16 pages.This broadcast produces a three-level memory hierarchy in which disk one is the smallest and fastest leveland disk three is the largest and slowest level. Thus, the multi-level broadcast corresponds to the traditionalnotion of a memory hierarchy.
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2,1 3,1 3,2 2,1 3,31,0 1,0 1,0 1,02,0 2,03,0Figure 3: Deriving a Server Broadcast ProgramThe algorithm produces a periodic broadcast program with xed inter-arrival times per page. Somebroadcast slots may be unused however, if it is not possible to evenly divide a disk into the required number7
of chunks (i.e., in Step 4 of the algorithm). Of course, such extra slots need not be wasted, they can be usedto broadcast additional information such as indexes, updates, or invalidations; or even for extra broadcastsof extremely important pages. Furthermore, it is anticipated that the number of disks will be small (on theorder of 2 to 5) and the number of pages to be broadcast will be substantially larger, so that unused slots (ifany) will be only a small fraction of the total number of slots; also, the relative frequencies can be adjustedslightly to reduce the number of unused slots, if necessary.The disk model, while being fairly simple, allows for the creation of broadcast programs that can be ne-tuned to support a particular access probability distribution. There are three inter-related types of knobsthat can be turned to vary the shape of the broadcast. First, the number of disks (num disks) determinesthe number of dierent frequencies at which pages will be broadcast. Then, for each disk, the number ofpages per disk, and its relative frequency of broadcast (rel freq(i)) determine the size of the broadcast, andhence the arrival rate (in real, rather than relative time) for pages on each disk. For example, adding a pageto a fast disk can signicantly increase the delay for pages on the slower disks. Intuitively, we expect thatfast disks will be congured to have many fewer pages than the slower disks, although our model does notenforce this constraint.Recall that the only constraint on the relative broadcast frequencies of the disks is that they be expressedas positive integers. Thus, it is possible to have arbitrarily ne distinctions in broadcasts such as a disk thatrotates 141 times for every 98 times a slower disk rotates. However, this ratio results in a broadcast thathas a very long period (i.e., nearly 14,000 rotations of the fast disk). Furthermore, this requires that theslower disk be of a size that can be split into 141 fairly equal chunks. In addition, it is unlikely that suchne tuning will produce any signicant performance benet (i.e., compared to a 3 to 2 ratio). Therefore, inpractice, relative frequencies should be chosen with care and when possible, approximated to simpler ratios.While the algorithm specied above generates broadcast programs with the properties that we desire,it does not help in the selection of the various parameter values that shape the broadcast. The automaticdetermination of these parameters for a given access probability distribution is a very interesting optimizationproblem, and is one focus of our on-going work. This issue is beyond the scope of the current paper, however.In this paper we focus on examining the basic properties of this new paradigm of broadcast disks. Thebroadcast disk changes many basic assumptions on which traditional pull-based memory hierarchies arefounded. As a result, it is imperative to rst develop an understanding of the fundamental tradeos thataect the performance of a broadcast system. The performance study described in Section 5 presents aninitial investigation of these issues.3 Client Cache ManagementThe shared nature of the broadcast disk, while in principle allowing for nearly unlimited scalability, in factgives rise to a fundamental tradeo: tuning the performance of the broadcast is a zero-sum game; improvingthe broadcast for any one access probability distribution will hurt the performance of clients with dierentaccess distributions. The way out of this dilemma is to exploit the local memory and/or disk of the client8
machines to cache pages obtained from the broadcast. This observation leads to a novel and important resultof this work: namely, that the introduction of broadcast fundamentally changes the role of client caching in aclient-server information system. In traditional, pull-based systems (e.g., [Arch86, Howa88, Wilk90, Care91,Wang91, Fran92a] etc.), clients cache their hottest data (i.e., the items that they are most likely to accessin the future). In the push-based environment, this use of the cache can lead to poor performance if theserver's broadcast is poorly matched to the client's page access distribution. This dierence arises becauseof the serial nature of the broadcast disk | all non cache-resident pages are not equidistant from the client.If the server can tailor the broadcast program to the needs of a particular client, then the client cansimply cache its hottest pages. Once the client has loaded the hottest pages in its cache, then the server canplace those pages on a slower spinning disk. This frees up valuable space in the fastest spinning disks foradditional pages. In general, however, there are several factors that could cause the server's broadcast to besub-optimal for a particular client: The access distribution that the client gives the server may be inaccurate. A client's access distribution may change over time. The server may give higher priority to the needs of other clients with dierent access distributions. The server may have to average its broadcast over the needs of a large client population. Such abroadcast program is likely to be sub-optimal from the point of view of any one client.For these reasons, in a push-based system clients must use their cache not to store simply their hottestpages, but rather, to store those pages for which the local probability of access is signicantly greater thanthe page's frequency of broadcast. For example, if there is a page P that is accessed frequently only by clientC and no other clients, then that page is likely to be broadcast on a slow disk. To avoid long waits for thepage, client C must keep page P cached locally. In contrast, a page Q that is accessed frequently by mostclients (including client C), will be broadcast on a very fast disk, reducing the value of caching it.The above argument leads to the need for cost-based page replacement. That is, the cost of obtaining apage on a cache miss must be accounted for during page replacement decisions. A standard page replacementpolicy tries to replace the cache-resident page with the lowest probability of access (e.g., this is what LRUtries to approximate). It can be shown that under certain assumptions, an optimal replacement strategy isone that replaces the cache-resident page having the lowest ratio between its probability of access (P) andits frequency of broadcast (X). We refer to this ratio (P/X) to as PIX (P Inverse X). As an example ofthe use of PIX , consider two pages. One page is accessed 1% of the time at a particular client and is alsobroadcast 1% of the time. A second page is accessed only 0.5% of the time at the client, but is broadcastonly 0.1% of the time. In this example, the former page has a lower PIX value than the latter. As a result,a page replacement policy based on PIX would replace the rst page in favor of the second, even thoughthe rst page is accessed twice as frequently.While PIX can be shown to be an optimal policy under certain conditions, it is not a practical policy toimplement because it requires: 1) perfect knowledge of access probabilities and 2) comparison of PIX values9
for all cache-resident pages at page replacement time. For this reason we have investigated implementablecost-based algorithms that are intended to approximate the performance of PIX . One such algorithm, addsfrequency of broadcast to an LRU-style policy. This new policy is called LIX and is described and analyzedin Section 5.4.4 Modeling the Broadcast EnvironmentIn order to better understand the properties of broadcast program generation and client cache managementwe have constructed a simulation model of the broadcast disk environment. The simulator, which is imple-mented using CSIM [Schw86], models a single server that continuously broadcasts pages and a single clientthat continuously accesses pages from the broadcast and from its cache. In the simulator, the client generatesrequests for logical pages. These logical pages are then mapped to the physical pages that are broadcast bythe server.The mapping of logical pages to physical pages allows the server broadcast to be varied with respect tothe client workload. This exibility allows the simulator to model the impact of a large client populationon the performance of a single client, without having to model the other clients. For example, having theclient access only a subset of the pages models the fact that the server is broadcasting pages for other clientsas well. Furthermore, by systematically perturbing the client's page access probabilities with respect to theserver's expectation of those probabilities, we are able to vary the degree to which the server broadcast favorsthe particular client that we are modeling. The simulation model is described in the following sections.4.1 Client Execution ModelThe parameters that describe the operation of the client are shown in Table 2. The simulator measuresperformance in logical time units called broadcast units. A broadcast unit is the time required to broadcasta single page. In general, the results obtained from the simulator are valid across many possible broadcastmedia. The actual response times experienced for a given medium will depend on the amount of real timerequired to broadcast a page.Parameter MeaningCacheSize Client cache size (in pages)ThinkTime Time between client page accesses (in broadcast units)AccessRange # of pages in range accessed by client Zipf distribution parameterRegionSize # of pages per region for Zipf distributionTable 2: Client Parameter DescriptionThe client runs a continuous loop that randomly requests a page according to a specied distribution.The client has a cache that can hold CacheSize pages. If the requested page is not cache-resident, thenthe client waits for the page to arrive on the broadcast and then brings the requested page into its cache.Client cache management is done similarly to buer management in a traditional system; if all cache slots10
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AccessRangeFigure 4: Using Oset to vary client accessbroadcast frequencyibroadcast frequencyN = (N   i) + 1When  is zero, the broadcast is at: all disks spin at the same speed. As  is increased, the speeddierentials among the disks increase. For example, for a 3-disk broadcast, when  = 1, disk 1 spins threetimes as fast as disk 3, while disk 2 spins twice as fast as disk 3. When  = 3, the relative speeds are 7, 4,1 for disks 1, 2, and 3 respectively. It is important to note that  is used only in the performance study toorganize the space of disk congurations that we examine. It is not part of the disk model as described inSection 2.The remaining two parameters, Oset and Noise, are used to modify the mapping between the logicalpages requested by the client and the physical pages broadcast by the server. When Oset and Noise areboth set to zero, then the logical to physical mapping is simply the identity function. In this case, theDiskSize1 hottest pages from the client's perspective (i.e, 0 to DiskSize1   1) are placed on disk 1, thenext DiskSize2 hottest pages are placed on disk 2, etc. However, as discussed in Section 3, this mappingmay be sub-optimal due to client caching. Some client cache management policies tend to x certain pagesin the client's buer, and thus, those pages do not need to be broadcast frequently. In such cases, the bestbroadcast can be obtained by shifting the hottest pages from the fastest disk to the slowest. Oset is thenumber of pages that are shifted in this manner. An oset ofK shifts the access pattern by K pages, pushingthe K hottest pages to the end of the slowest disk and bringing colder pages to the faster disks. The use ofoset is demonstrated in Figure 4.In contrast to Oset, which is used to provide a better broadcast for the client, the parameter Noise isused to introduce disagreement between the needs of the client and the broadcast program generated by theserver. As described in Section 2, such disagreement can arise in many ways, including dynamic client accesspatterns and conicting access requirements among a population of clients. Noise determines the percentageof pages for which there may be a mismatch between the client and the server. That is, with probabilityNoise the mapping of a page may be switched with a dierent page.12
The generation of the server broadcast program works as follows. First, the mapping from logical tophysical pages is generated as the identity function. Second, this mapping is shifted by Oset pages asdescribed above. Third, for each page in the mapping, a coin weighted by Noise is tossed. If based on thecoin toss, a page i is selected to be swapped then a disk d is uniformly chosen to be its new destination3. Tomake way for i, an existing page j on d is chosen, and i and j exchange mappings.5 Experiments and Results5.1 Parameter Settings and Overview of ExperimentsIn this section, we use the simulation model to explore the performance characteristics of the broadcastdisk. First, we examine the performance of a number of dierent disk congurations in the case whenclients perform no caching. These experiments provide insight into the basic properties of the broadcastprogram in a simple environment. While the performance in the no cache case is relatively straightforward,the introduction of client caching raises a number of new issues to study. The rst set of cache-basedexperiments (described in Section 5.3.2) investigate the performance of standard caching techniques withmultiple disks. These results highlight some of the drawbacks of standard page replacement techniques forthe broadcast disk and motivate the need for cost-based cache management, which is studied in Section 5.4and Section 5.5.The primary performance metric employed in this study is the response time at the client, measuredin broadcast units. The server database size (ServerDBSize) was 5000 pages, and the client access rangeAccessRange was 1000 pages. We studied several dierent congurations of broadcast programs, includingboth two-disk and three-disk cases in our experiments. All of the results presented in the paper were obtainedonce the client performance reached steady state. The cache warm-up eects were eliminated by beginningour measurements only after the cache was full.The parameter values used in the experiments are summarized in Table 4. It should be noted that theresults described in this section are a very small subset of the results that have been obtained. These resultshave been chosen because they demonstrate many of the unique performance aspects and tradeos of thebroadcast disk environment, and because they identify important areas for future study.5.2 Experimental Results for the Non-Caching Case5.2.1 Experiment 1: No Caching, 0% NoiseThe rst set of results examine the case where the client performs no caching (i.e., it has a cache size of onepage). Figure 5 shows the client response time vs.  for a number of two and three disk congurations.In this graph, Noise is set to 0%, meaning that the server is providing preferential treatment to the client(i.e., it is giving highest priority to this client's pages). As  is increased along the x-axis of the gure, theskew in the relative speeds of the disks is increased (as described in Section 4). As shown in the gure, the3Note that a page may be swapped with a page on its own disk. Such a swap does not aect performance in the steadystate, so Noise represents the upper limit on the number of changes.13



























D1  <500,4500>        
D2 <900,4100>         
D3 <2500,2500>       
D4 <300,1200,3500>
D5 <500,2000,2500>
Figure 5: Client Performance, Cache Size = 1, Noise = 0%Turning to the various disk congurations, we rst examine the two-disk congurations: D1, D2, and D3.For D1, 500 pages t on the rst (i.e., fastest) disk. Because Noise and Oset are both zero, the hottest halfof the client's access range is on the fast disk, and the colder half is on the slower disk. Note that as  isincreased, performance improves until  = 3 because the hotter pages are brought closer. Beyond this point,the degradation caused by the access to the slow pages (which get pushed further and further away) beginsto lower performance. In contrast, D2, which places 90% of the client access range (900 pages) on the fastdisk improves with increasing  for all values of  in this experiment. Because most of the accessed pagesare on the fast disk, increasing  pushes the colder and unused pages further away, allowing the accessedpages to arrive more frequently. At some point, however, the penalty for slowing down the 10% will becomeso great that the curve will turn up again as in the previous case. The nal two-disk conguration, D3, hasequal sized disks. Although all of the accessed data ts on the fast disk, the fast disk also includes manyunaccessed pages. The size of the fast disk causes the eective frequencies of the pages on this disk to be14





































































(a) (b)Figure 6: Sensitivity to Noise (a) Disk D3(<2500,2500>) (b) Disk D5(<300,1200,3500>)15





































































































































(a) (b)Figure 8: Noise sensitivity, 3-Disk broadcast, for (a) P and (b) PIX5.3.2 Experiment 4: Caching and NoiseUsing an Oset of CacheSize, which provides the best broadcast for the client, we now examine the eec-tiveness of a cache (using the idealized P replacement policy) in allowing a client to tolerate Noise in thebroadcast. Figure 8(a) shows the impact of increasing Noise on the performance of the three-disk congura-tion D5 as  is varied. In the case shown, CacheSize and Oset are both set to 500 pages. Comparing theseresults with the results obtained in the no caching case (see Figure 6(b)), we see that although as expectedthe cache greatly improves performance in an absolute sense, surprisingly, the cache-based numbers are ifanything, somewhat more sensitive to the degree of Noise than the non-caching numbers. For example, inthe caching case, when  is greater than 2, the higher degrees of noise have multi-disk performance that isworse than the at disk performance, whereas this crossover did not occur for similar  values in the non-caching case. The reason for this additional sensitivity is that when Noise is low and Oset = CacheSize, Pdoes exactly what it should do - it caches those hot pages that have been placed on the slowest disk, and it17
obtains the remainder of the hottest pages from the fastest disk. However, as noise increases, P caches thesame pages regardless of what disk they are stored on. Caching a page that is stored on the fastest disk isoften not a good use of the cache, as those pages are broadcast frequently. As noise increases, P's cache hitrate remains the same, but its cache misses become more expensive, as it has to retrieve some pages fromthe slower disks. These expensive cache misses are the cause of P's sensitivity to Noise.5.4 Cost Based Replacement AlgorithmsIn the previous section, it was shown that while standard caching can help improve performance in a multi-disk broadcast environment, it can actually increase the client's sensitivity to Noise. Recall that Noiserepresents the degree to which the server broadcast deviates from what is best for a particular client. It islikely, therefore, that some type of \noise" will be present in any application in which there are multiple clientsthat access the broadcast disk. Thus, the sensitivity to Noise is a prime consideration in the performance ofsuch systems. As discussed in the previous section, the P replacement policy was found to be sensitive tonoise because it ignored the cost of obtaining a page when choosing a victim for replacement. To address thisdeciency, we examine a second idealized algorithm called PIX , that extends P with the notion of cost. Asstated in Section 3, PIX always replaces the page with the lowest ratio of access probability to broadcastfrequency. Thus, the cost of re-accessing a replaced page is factored into the replacement decision.5.4.1 Experiment 5: PIX and NoiseFigure 8(b) shows the response time of the client using PIX for the same case that the previous experimentshowed for P (see Figure 8(a)). Comparing the two gures it can be seen that PIX is much more successfulat insulating the client response time from eects of Noise. Of course, an increase in Noise still results ina degradation of performance; this is to be expected. However, unlike the case with P, using PIX theperformance of the client remains better than the corresponding at disk performance for all values of Noiseand  in this experiment. Under PIX , the performance of the client for a given Noise value remains stableas  is increased beyond a certain point. In contrast, under P, in the presence of noise, the performance ofthe client actually degrades as  is increased beyond a certain point. Thus, this experiment demonstrates thepotential of cost-based replacement for making the broadcast disk practical for a wider range of applications.Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show results from the same set of experiments in a slightly dierent light. Figure 9(a)shows the relative performance of P and PIX for the same set of conditions as Figure 8(b) with noise xedat 30%. As  increases, response time for P begins to increase quickly whereas PIX falls to about half thevalue of that of the at disk (at =4) before rising again. Figure 9(b) shows the relative response of the twoalgorithms for  = 3 and  = 5 with increasing noise. The performance for the at disk ( = 0) is givenas a baseline.5 Note that P degrades faster than PIX and eventually becomes worse than the at disk ataround Noise = 45%. PIX rises gradually and manages to perform better than the at disk within theseparameters. Also, notice how P's performance degrades for  = 5; unlike PIX it fails to adapt the cache5Note that at  = 0 (i.e., a at disk), P and PIX are identical, as all pages are broadcast at the same frequency.18
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h hFigure 11: Page replacement in LIXLIX is a modication of LRU that takes into account the broadcast frequency. LRU maintains the cacheas a single linked-list of pages. When a page in the cache is accessed, it is moved to the top of the list. Ona cache miss, the page at the end of the chain is chosen for replacement.In contrast, LIX maintains a number of smaller chains: one corresponding to each disk of the broadcast(LIX reduces to LRU if the broadcast uses a single at disk). A page always enters the chain correspondingto the disk in which it is broadcast. Like LRU, when a page is hit, it is moved to the top of its own chain.When a new page enters the cache, LIX evaluates a lix value (see next paragraph) only for the page at thebottom of each chain. The page with the smallest lix value is ejected, and the new page is inserted in theappropriate queue. Because this queue might be dierent than the queue from which the slot was recovered,the chains do not have xed sizes. Rather, they dynamically shrink or grow depending on the access patternat that time. LIX performs a constant number of operations per page replacement (proportional to thenumber of disks) which is the same order as that of LRU. Figure 11 shows an example of LIX for a two-diskbroadcast. Pages g and k are at the bottom of each chain. Since g has a lower lix value it is chosen as thevictim. The new page z, being picked from the second disk, joins Disk2Q. Note the relative changes in thesizes of both the queues.In order to compute the lix value, the algorithmmaintains two data items per cached page (pi): a runningprobability estimate (pi:AccessProb) and the time of the most recent access to the page (pi:LastAccessT ime).When a page pj enters a chain, pj :AccessProb is initially set to zero and pj:LastAccessT ime is set to thecurrent time. If pj is hit again, the new probability is calculated using the following formula:pj:AccessProb = HistoryFactor  [1=(CurrentT ime  pj:LastAccessT ime)] +(1 HistoryFactor)  pj:AccessProbpj :LastAccessT ime is subsequently updated to the current time. HistoryFactor is a constant used toappropriately weigh the most recent access with respect to the cumulative probability; in these experiments,it is set to 0.25. This formula is evaluated for the least recently used pages of each chains to estimate theircurrent probability of access. This value is then divided by the frequency for the page (which is knownexactly) to get the lix value. The page with the lowest lix value is ejected from the cache. LIX is a20
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LIX(a) (b)Figure 14: Noise Sensitivity (a) large cache (b) medium cachedata [Imie94b]. The main thrust of this work has been to investigate ways to reduce power consumption atthe clients in order to preserve battery life. Some of the indexing techniques described in [Imie94b] involve theinterleaving of index information with data, which forms a restricted type of multilevel disk. However, thiswork did not investigate the notion of replicating the actual data to support non-uniform access patterns anddid not investigate the impact of caching. In our current work we have assumed a xed broadcast program,so that indexing was not needed. However, we are currently investigating ways to integrate indexes with themultilevel disk in order to support broadcast program changes due to client population changes and updates.Caching in a mobile environment has been considered in [Barb94]. However, their model was dierent inthat it considered volatile data and clients who could be inactive (and/or disconnected) over long periods oftime. Thus, the focus of both broadcasting and caching in this work was to eciently detect and avoid accessto stale data in the cache. Very recently, another approach to broadcasting data for video on demand hasbeen taken in [Vish94]. The technique, called pyramid broadcasting, splits an object (e.g., a video clip) intoa number of segments of increasing sizes. To minimize latency the rst segment is broadcast more frequentlythan the rest. While similar in spirit, a key dierence is that the data needed by the client is known a priorionce the rst segment (the choice of movie) is decided upon and thus, they do not need to address the issuesrelated to caching dealt in this paper.The issues that arise due to our use of a broadcast medium as a multi-level device also arise in other, moretraditional types of complex memory hierarchies. The need for cost-based caching and page replacementhas been recognized in other domains in which there is a wide variation in the cost of obtaining data fromdierent levels of the storage hierarchy. For example, [Anto93] describes the need for considering \cost ofacquisition" for page replacement in deep-store le systems involving tertiary mass storage. This issue isalso addressed for client-server database systems in which a global memory hierarchy is created by allowingclients to obtain data from other clients that have that data cached [Fran92b]. In this work, server pagereplacement policies are modied to favor pages that are not cached at clients, as they must be obtained from23
disk, which is more expensive. Recently, a technique called \Disk-Directed I/O" has been proposed for HighPerformance Computing applications [Kotz94]. Disk-Directed I/O sends large requests to I/O devices andallows the devices to fulll the requests in a piecemeal fashion in an order that improves the disk bandwidth.Finally, the tradeo between replication to support access to hot data while making cold data more expensiveto access has been investigated for magnetic disks [Akyu92].7 Summary and Future WorkIn this paper, we have described our design of a multilevel broadcast disk and cache management policies forthis style of memory. We believe that this approach to data management is highly applicable to asymmetricnetwork environments such as those that will naturally occur in the NII as well as many other moderndata delivery systems. We have demonstrated that in designing such disks, the broadcast program and thecaching policy must be considered together.It has been shown that there are cases in which the performance of both two and three level disks canoutperform a at broadcast even when there is no caching. We have argued that our scheme for interleavingthe data is desirable because it provides a uniform expected latency.We have further shown that introducing a cache can provide an advantage by smoothing out disagreementbetween the broadcast and the client access patterns. The cache gives the clients a way to hoard their hottestpages regardless of how frequently they are broadcast. However, doing page replacement solely on probabilityof access can actually increase a client's sensitivity to the server's broadcast.We then introduced a caching policy that also took into account the broadcast frequency during replace-ment. We showed that this not only improves client performance and but also shields it from vagaries ofthe server broadcast. This is because the clients can cache items that are relatively hot and reside on a slowdisk and thus, avoid paying high cache miss penalties.Finally, we demonstrated a straightforward implementation technique that approximates our ideal cost-based caching scheme. This technique is a modication of LRU which accounts for the dierences in broadcastfrequency of the data.We believe that this study while interesting and useful in its own right, is just the tip of the iceberg.There are many other opportunities that can be exploited in future work. Here, we have only consideredthe static read-only case. How would our results have to change if we allowed the broadcast data to changefrom cycle to cycle? What kinds of changes would be allowed in order to keep the scheme manageable, andwhat kinds of indexing would be needed to allow the client to make intelligent decisions about the cost ofretrieving a data item from the broadcast?We are currently investigating how prefetching could be introduced into the present scheme. The clientcache manager would use the broadcast as a way to opportunistically increase the temperature of its cache.We are exploring new cache management metrics for deciding when to prefetch a page.We would also like to provide more guidance to a user who wants to congure a broadcast. We haveexperimental results to show that good things can happen, but given a workload, we would like to have24
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